
The inverse problem of the alulus of variations: the use ofgeometrial alulus in Douglas's analysisW.SarletDepartment of Mathematial Physis and AstronomyGhent University, Krijgslaan 281, B-9000 Ghent, BelgiumG. ThompsonDepartment of MathematisThe University of Toledo, Toledo OH 43606, USAG.E. PrineDepartment of MathematisLa Trobe University, Bundoora, AustraliaMarh 25, 2002AbstratThe main objetive of this paper is to work out a full-sale appliation of the inte-grability analysis of the inverse problem of the alulus of variations, as developedin [13, 12℄. For this purpose, the elebrated work of Douglas on systems with twodegrees of freedom is taken as the referene model. It is shown that the oordinatefree, geometrial alulus used in the general theoretial developments of [13, 12℄,provides e�etive tools also to do the pratial alulations. The result is, not onlythat all subases distinguished by Douglas an be given a more intrinsi harater-ization, but also that in most of the ases, the alulations an be arried out in amore eÆient way and often lead to sharper onlusions.1 IntrodutionIn a number of reent papers, we have re-visited the inverse problem of the alulus ofvariations for seond-order ordinary di�erential equations in its most diÆult aspet:that of lassifying equations�xi = f i(t; x; _x) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n); (1)1



for whih a non-singular symmetri multiplier matrix gij(t; x; _x) exists, suh thatgij(�xj � f j) � ddt � �L� _xi�� �L�xi ; (2)for some funtion L. Suh a lassi�ation of ourse has to be ahieved by means ofonditions on the given data f i and, given the fat that the so-alled Helmholtz on-ditions to be satis�ed by gij involve algebrai as well as partial di�erential equations,one an expet that addressing the lassi�ation question will amount to a systematiintegrability analysis of those onditions.The �rst author who addressed this integrability aspet of the inverse problem wasDouglas [5℄. His paper, whih dealt exlusively with systems with two degrees of freedom(n=2), beame notorious, beause its omplexity for a long time disouraged any furtherattempt to \solve" the inverse problem in this sense for systems with more than twodegrees of freedom. The �rst novel ontribution to the integrability problem perhapsame with the work of Anderson and Thompson [1℄. Among other things, they were the�rst who sueeded in generalizing one of the ases in Douglas's lassi�ation (Case I)to an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom.Our own renewed interest in the inverse problem ame from the development of aninteresting geometrial alulus, �rst related to autonomous equations (see [7, 8, 9℄)and later generalized to time-dependent systems in [14, 2℄. In [4℄, it was observedthat this alulus was partiularly suitable for understanding Douglas's analysis froma geometrial point of view. Indeed, it was shown expliitly how the di�erent asesdistinguished by Douglas ould be given a oordinate-free interpretation. There werestrong indiations that the new alulus would lend itself to the appliation of the oldRiquier-Janet theory of formally integrable partial di�erential equations [11℄ in a modernoordinate-free way, and this for arbitrary n. This hallenge was addressed in [13℄, wherethe authors gave a fairly omplete aount of the integrability or passivity onditions, theway they our in the Riquier approah. The ompleteness of the analysis is restrited bytwo onditions, however: �rstly, it must be possible to selet a so-alled proper orderingfor the Riquier algorithm; seondly, a ertain lass of passivity onditions whih ingeneral an be of seond order, should not degenerate into onditions of �rst or zerothorder. The �rst point was in fat overlooked in [13℄ and has only reently been lari�ed[12℄. Although this is all one ould possibly hope to obtain by this method at suh alevel of generality, it turns out that this ompletion of the integrability analysis, whenrelated to Douglas's work for n = 2, would really bring us to the end of the line in hisCase I only (and indeed, this ase was also generalized to arbitrary n in [13℄). On theother hand, one should not be led to believe then that no progress was made for theother ases. For example, our geometrial approah very often sueeds in reproduingin one fell swoop expressions whih Douglas had to ompute in oordinates over andover again for eah subase. Further evidene of the value of the method was given in[3℄ where also Douglas's Case IIa1 was generalized to arbitrary n.2



With the present paper, we want to pay tribute to the elebrated work of Douglas, byre-investigating the ase n = 2 with our more intrinsi version of the Riquier algorithm.Unlike other modern approahes to the subjet, in partiular the reent ontributionsby Grifone and Muzsnay [6, 10℄ whih are based on the Spener-Goldshmidt theory offormal integrability, our geometrial approah is based on the same underlying method-ology as the analytial work of Douglas. We are therefore in a favourable position tostreamline his results.Let us now briey sketh the basis of our geometrial alulus. Consider a bundle� : E ! IR and its �rst jet bundle J1� with, in partiular the projetion �01 : J1� ! E.The most spei� feature of our alulus is that it deals with tensor �elds and operators,de�ned, not on the manifold J1�, but rather along the projetion �01 . The non-singularsymmetri matrix gij we are looking for in the inverse problem is to be regarded asproviding the omponents of a symmetri type (0,2) tensor �eld g along �01. As reportedin many of the above ited papers, a geometrial formulation of the Helmholtz onditionsto be satis�ed by g reads as follows: rg = 0 (3)DVXig (Xj ;Xk) = DVXkg (Xj ;Xi) (4)DHXig (Xj ;Xk) = DHXkg (Xj ;Xi) (5)g(�(Xi);Xj) = g(Xi;�(Xj)) : (6)Here, � is the Jaobi endomorphism, a type (1,1) tensor �eld along �01 , oming from agiven seond-order system � = ��t + _xi ��xi + f i(t; x; _x) �� _xi (7)on J1�. The omponents of � are�ij = ��f i�xj � �ik�kj � �(�ij); (8)where �ik = �12 �f i� _xk (9)are the onnetion oeÆients of the non-linear onnetion assoiated to �. The oper-ators r, DVXi and DHXi are degree zero derivations ating on tensor �elds along �01. Weshall list important relations and properties onerning these operations when needed,but in large parts of the alulations in the present paper, they will in fat be ating onfuntions F on J1� and their ation then is simply that of a vetor �eld: we haverF = �(F ); DVXF = XV (F ); DHXF = XH(F ) ; (10)where X is a vetor �eld along �01 , and XV and XH are vetor �elds on J1�, with thefollowing oordinate representation:X = Xi(x; _x) ��xi ; XV = Xi �� _xi ; XH = Xi � ��xi � �ji �� _xj� :3



As the representation of X indiates, all vetor �elds along �01 whih enter the alu-lations in the present ontext, take their values in the vertial subbundle of TE (andin fat also all tensor �elds under onsideration at on suh vetors only). As a result,although the set-up is about time-dependent systems, the formulas of the geometrialalulus we need are rather those of the autonomous theory and derivatives with respetto time only our in the dynamial ovariant derivative r. To omplete the piture, itsuÆes to reall how the derivations under onsideration at on the loal bases of vetor�elds and 1-forms along �01. We haver� ��xi� = �ji ��xj ; DVX � ��xi� = 0; DHX � ��xi� = XV (�ji ) ��xj ;r(dxi) = ��ijdxj ; DVX(dxi) = 0; DHX(dxi) = �XV (�ij)dxj :Now, to be a bit more preise, the most suint version of the Helmholtz onditionsis atually a subset of the set of onditions listed above, namely the onditions (3), (4)and (6). But the extra ondition (5) is also a neessary one: it is the �rst integrabilityrequirement whih has to be added on as a result of omparing prolongations of (3) and(4), knowing the property [r;DVX ℄ = DVrX �DHX : (11)Other obvious neessary requirements whih follow from ompatibility between (3) and(6) are the algebrai onditionsg(rk�(Xi);Xj) = g(Xi;rk�(Xj)); 8k � 1 : (12)There is another in�nite hierarhy of algebrai onditions on g, involving the urvatureR of the non-linear onnetion (see e.g. [13℄), but it will be less important here as it isvoid for n = 2.The idea is �rst to exhaust all the information oming from the algebrai require-ments on g (these might, in fat, simply redue the dimension of the solution spaeto zero). Having done that, the Riquier algorithm requires writing the losure ondi-tions (4-5) in a systemati way in order to obtain a system of equations in orthonomiform. This involves seleting an ordering for the dependent variables and their deriva-tives, and will determine for eah equation of type (4) or (5), whih term is hosenfor the left-hand side (and is then alled a prinipal derivative) and whih are theterms on the right-hand side (alled parametri derivatives). At this point, the on-ept of a proper ordering, as introdued in [12℄, beomes important. Essentially, theordering will be proper if whenever two left-hand sides of (4) refer to the same ompo-nent of g, DVXig (Xj ;Xk) and DVXlg (Xj ;Xk) for example, the orresponding right-handsides involve derivatives with respet to the same argument, i.e. they are for exampleDVXjg (Xi;Xk) and DVXjg (Xl;Xk). If the ordering is proper, the next ompatibility re-quirements ome only from omparing DH-prolongations of (4) with DV -prolongations4



of (5). They are what we shall all A-onditions and read:(A(Xi; Xj)g)(Xk ;Xl) := ��DVXiDHXj �DVXjDHXi �DHDVXiXj +DHDVXjXi�g� (Xk;Xl)+ g(�(Xk;Xl)Xi;Xj)� g(Xi; �(Xk;Xl)Xj) = 0 ; (13)(see the de�nition (14) for the meaning of the tensor �eld �). Clearly, these are, inpriniple, seond-order partial di�erential equations for g. It was further shown in[13, 12℄ that for a proper ordering, provided there is no degeneray in the onditions(13), the proess of generating integrability onditions stops right there, whih is a quitestriking result. For example, any attempt to onfront, say DV -prolongations of theonditions (13) with seond-order DV -prolongations of (5) and DVDH-prolongations of(4), an never give rise to new integrability onditions. When some of the entries ofthe matrix gij are zero as a result of algebrai restritions, however, some or all of theA-onditions will `degenerate' into �rst-order equations (or even algebrai ones). Thesearh for further integrability onditions then beomes a di�erent story, as prolongationsof the onditions (13) then should be ompared with �rst-order prolongations of theonditions (3-5), so the proof that the proedure terminates breaks down.When � is a multiple of the identity, there are no algebrai restritions on g; thatorresponds to Case I in Douglas's lassi�ation and explains why we were able to extendthis ase to arbitrary dimensions. For all other ases, unfortunately, one is bound toontinue the integrability analysis ase by ase. Nevertheless, our approah enables usto improve signi�antly on Douglas. Not only is it oordinate free and valid for arbitraryn, but it also tells us where to start the next step in the analysis in eah ase: the A-onditions, for a proper ordering, over in a uniform way a large number of very di�erentlooking onditions whih Douglas had to ompute separately for eah ase. In fat, thereis even one exeption to the point made above about the general proof breaking down:indeed, the proof that ompatibility between the A-onditions and the equation rg = 0is identially satis�ed, remains valid even when the A-onditions degenerate. This isso beause the right-hand side of the equation for rg is simply zero (so that it makesno di�erene whether one takes �rst or seond-order prolongations), and the fat thatno extra vetor argument is introdued when taking r prolongations. This observationalone overs numerous situations where Douglas omputes ompatibility onditions withthe (�=�t)-equation for individual omponents of g, only to �nd in eah ase that theondition is identially satis�ed. There are still other aspets of our A-onditions (13)whih all for an expliit veri�ation in partiular situations. For example, as alreadyreported in earlier work, in Case I, for every ondition of type (13) we an write down,Douglas would be led to ompute two seond-order onditions and would onlude thatthey happen to oinide.Part of the purpose of the present paper is to illustrate the pratial value and utilityof the A-onditions in a number of di�erent situations where they degenerate. The onlyway to do that onviningly is to go bak to systems with two degrees of freedom and5



to show expliitly how we an reover and improve upon results obtained by Douglas ineah of the main lasses of his lassi�ation. Needless to say, this will involve some quitetedious alulations. For a brief summary of the lassi�ation sheme of Douglas, werefer to [4℄. More details will be given as we proeed with the present analysis. We setthe stage in the next setion where the di�erential onditions (3-5) and (13) are madeonrete with respet to an appropriate loal basis of vetor �elds along �01 and alreadya few of the points raised above are veri�ed expliitly. In Setion 3, we show how ourmethod works in a number of di�erent subases with a diagonalizable � and therebyon�rms or sharpens the results of Douglas. We do the same in Setion 4 for the asethat � is not diagonalizable (Case IIb of Douglas). Eah of the ases is illustrated byan expliit example in the last setion.One point remains to be explained here: the algebrai part of the A-onditions (13)ontains a type (1,3) tensor �eld � along �01 , whih is de�ned as follows:�(Xk;Xl)Xi := �DVXkDHXl �DHXlDVXk �DHDVXkXl +DVDHXlXk� Xi : (14)Expliit alulations, when they involve �, an require some ingenuity, as one often hasto make use of the property that � is symmetri in all its arguments. As a matter offat, with respet to a loal basis of oordinate vetor �elds and forms, the omponentsof � are proportional to �3f i=� _xj� _xk� _xl.2 The di�erential onditions for n = 2In view of the algebrai ondition (6) whih expresses the symmetry of the produtof two matries, one being the unknown g, the other one the given �, it is naturalthat a lassi�ation of all possible ases will be ditated by the di�erent real Jordannormal form struture that the given � an have. The best way then of writing downexpliit expressions for the di�erential onditions on g will be with respet to a loalframe of vetor �elds along �01 , maximally adapted to the struture of � (eigenvetorsfor example). So, let (Xi)i=1;2 be suh a frame, to be spei�ed later on for eah aseseparately, and let (�j)j=1;2 be the dual oframe of 1-forms. We introdue variousstruture funtions to express ovariant derivatives of these elements with respet to thesame basis. In general we will put (the summation onvention is in use unless otherwisespei�ed) rXi = �ji Xj ; DVXiXj = �kijXk; DHXiXj = �kijXk : (15)The funtions �ji , �kij and �kij are to be regarded as known funtions and there are relationsamong them, oming from properties of the derivations suh as (11). By duality, welikewise have r�i = ��ij �j; DVXi�j = �� jik �k; DHXi�j = ��jik �k : (16)6



With respet to the seleted oframe, the most general expression for a symmetri type(0,2) tensor �eld g along �01 reads g = �A gA; (17)where g1 = �1 
 �1; g2 = �2 
 �2; g3 = �1 
 �2 + �2 
 �1 : (18)So, a apital latin index will run from 1 to 3 and we will also write � = �3 for theo�-diagonal omponent of g.It will also be advantageous to make temporary use of struture funtions whih relatediretly to the basis fgAg of symmetri (0,2) tensors. We putDVXigA = �AiB gB ; DHXigA = �AiB gB ; (19)as a means of easing the writing. One easily veri�es from the de�ning relations that thefollowing identities hold (written down in the format of 3�3 matries, with i = 1 or 2):��AiB� = �0B� 2� 1i1 0 � 1i20 2� 2i2 � 2i12� 2i1 2� 1i2 � 1i1 + � 2i2 1CA ��AiB� = �0B� 2�1i1 0 �1i20 2�2i2 �2i12�2i1 2�1i2 �1i1 + �2i2 1CA : (20)We now set up some master expressions for the di�erential onditions (4), (5) and (13)whih will then have to be adapted to eah of the di�erent situations oming from thealgebrai onditions (6) (or possibly even (12)). There is no need to do that for equation(3) at the moment, sine it hardly plays a role in the integrability disussion for reasonsalready indiated. With n = 2, we have two onditions in the grouping (4) (and likewisefor (5)), namely DVX1g (X1;X2) = DVX2g (X1;X1) and DVX1g (X2;X2) = DVX2g (X2;X1).The omputations are now straightforward: sine all operations involved are degree zeroderivations, we write, for example,DVXjg = �DVXj�B� gB + �A�AjB gB ;and then evaluate suh tensors on the appropriate arguments. This way, the so-alledlosure onditions (4),(5) beomeDVX2�1 = DVX1�+ �A(�A13 � �A21) ; (21)DVX1�2 = DVX2�+ �A(�A23 � �A12) ; (22)DHX2�1 = DHX1�+ �A(�A13 � �A21) ; (23)DHX1�2 = DHX2�+ �A(�A23 � �A12) : (24)As long as the losure onditions an be written in the above format, there is no dangerabout the ordering: the ordering is proper simply beause the two vertial derivativesdo not involve the same �i. The situation may be di�erent if algebrai restritions foreone or both of the �i to be zero. 7



Conerning (13), sine the A-operator is skew-symmetri, the only (symmetri) tensor�eld to ompute here is A(X1;X2)g. Leaving the algebrai terms involving the � tensor(14) unspei�ed at the moment, one obtainsA(X1;X2)g = h(DVX1DHX2 �DVX2DHX1)(�B) + �A1B DHX2�A � �A2B DHX1�A+ �A2B DVX1�A � �A1B DVX2�A + �A(DVX1�A2B �DVX2�A1B)+ �A(�A2C�C1B � �A1C�C2B)� (� k12 � � k21)DHXk�B � (� k12 � � k21)�A�AkBi gB+ �B gB(�( � ; � )X1;X2)� �B gB(X1; �( � ; � )X2): (25)One then has to deide whih omponents of this symmetri tensor �eld are relevant.Reall that all derivatives of prinipal derivatives are prinipal also. The rule of thumbin this matter then simply is: for a proper ordering, the A-onditions to be onsideredare those for whih the seond-order derivative terms are not prinipal derivatives. So,as long as �1 and �2 are not zero, there is just a single A-ondition, namely(A(X1;X2)g)(X1;X2) = 0 : (26)It will learly produe a seond-order partial di�erential equation for � (exluding forthe moment the ase that � is zero). This is in a way a rather hallenging laim whenwe ompare it to the alulations in [5℄, espeially sine the diret alulations of [5℄ alsomake perfet sense in our more geometrial set-up. Indeed, suppose we look diretly atequations (21-24) and enquire about integrability onditions. The left-hand sides areafter all just vetor �elds ating on funtions, so we an proeed diretly via Frobenius'stheorem. Clearly then, there are two onditions to be investigated, one oming fromthe ommutator [XV2 ;XH2 ℄ ating on the funtion �1 and the other one oming from[XV1 ;XH1 ℄ ating on �2. How does this math the laim that there is just a single A-ondition to be veri�ed? The �rst point to observe from the struture of equations(21),(23), respetively (22),(24), is that both omputations will give rise to a seond-order equation for �. In an appendix, we briey sketh how one an proeed to showthat these two equations are equivalent, i.e. they are the same after all substitutionsof parametri for prinipal derivatives have been arried out. We further leave it asan exerise for the reader to verify that they are also equivalent in the same senseto the single seond-order equation for � oming from (26). This of ourse requiresomputing (26) in full detail, but the reader will �nd enough indiations of how to dothis in the next setion, where we will e�etively ompute (26) in a situation where it`degenerates' into a lower order ondition beause of the fat that � is zero. Finally, aseond interesting exerise is to verify expliitly another aspet of our laim. Indeed,our theory predits that the diagonal omponents of the tensor �eld A(X1;X2)g do notgive rise to new restritions here, that is to say: (A(X1;X2)g)(Xk ;Xk) � 0; (k = 1; 2)when substituting parametri for prinipal derivatives. Again, it would not be fruitfulto verify this here, but Setion 4 will show the way to do it beause we will then be in asituation where preisely these diagonal omponents are the A-onditions that matter.8



3 The ases where � is diagonalizableAs explained in [4℄, the main lassi�ation sheme of Douglas omes from looking at thedependene (or independene) of the matries �, r�, r2� and the identity I. Insideeah of his three main ases (we exlude his Case IV from our onsiderations beausethen the system an never be variational), further subdivisions have to do with propertiesof the eigenvalues of � or in other words with the nature of the Jordan normal form of�. We, on the other hand, will base our investigations here diretly on the latter aspetand will arrive this way at subases of the three di�erent main lasses of Douglas.Assume that � is diagonalizable (with real eigenvalues for simpliity). If the eigenvaluesare equal, we have � = � I, whih is Case I of Douglas, the ase that was extensivelydisussed (for general n) in [13℄ and was found to be variational by several authors.Assume therefore that the two eigenvalues �i are distint. We may then be in Case IIaof Douglas or in Case III (f. [4℄). Let Xi be vetor �elds along �01 whih eah spanone of the 1-dimensional eigendistributions. This is the loal basis of vetor �elds along�01 with respet to whih we do the alulations now. There is still some sale freedomwhih we will exploit later on.The �rst algebrai ondition (6) implies that g will be diagonal (with respet to the dualbasis �i whih here are eigenforms of �):g = �1�1 
 �1 + �2�2 
 �2 : (27)With � = 0, the losure onditions beomeDVX2�1 = �k(�k13 � �k21) = (2� 121 � � 112)�1 � � 211�2 ; (28)DVX1�2 = �k(�k23 � �k12) = (2� 212 � � 221)�2 � � 122�1 ; (29)DHX2�1 = �k(�k13 � �k21) = (2�121 � �112)�1 � �211�2 ; (30)DHX1�2 = �k(�k23 � �k12) = (2�212 � �221)�2 � �122�1 : (31)We now proeed to ompute the A-ondition (26) expliitly (it is not muh harder todo it without the simpli�ation � = 0 for omparison with the seond-order onditionsderived in the Appendix). We shall split the expression in di�erent parts for a moretransparent view of the way to proeed. First, we ompute the derivative terms in (13)(with i = k = 1; j = l = 2). In other words, we take the �rst three lines of the right-hand side of (25) and evaluate them on the pair (X1;X2). It is lear then that in thesum over B, only the term for B = 3 survives. We denote this part of the expression by(A(X1; X2)g)(X1;X2). Needless to say, derivatives of the �i whih are left-hand sidesin the losure onditions (28-31) have to be replaed by the orresponding right-handsides. The result is(A(X1;X2)g)(X1;X2) = �213DHX2�2 � �123DHX1�1 + �123 DVX1�1 � �213DVX2�29



+ �i h�113(� i13 � � i21)� �223(� i23 � � i12)� �113(� i13 � � i21) + �223(� i23 � � i12)+ DVX1� i23 �DVX2� i13 + � i2C�C13 � � i1C�C23 � (� k12 � � k21)� ik3i : (32)Eventually, one has to express everything in terms of the �kij and �kij via (20). The resultthen reads(A(X1;X2)g)(X1;X2) = �� 211DHX2�2 + � 122DHX1�1 � �122DVX1�1 + �211DVX2�2+ �1 hDVX2�112 �DVX1�122 + �122(� 111 + 2� 212 � 2� 221) + � 122(�221 � 2�111)� �112(� 222 � � 112)i� �2 [ 1$ 2 ℄ ; (33)where the oeÆient of ��2 is obtained from that of �1 by interhanging all indies 1and 2. To this we still have to add the termsg(�(X1;X2)X1;X2)� g(X1; �(X1;X2)X2) =�2 h�(X1;X2)X1; �2i � �1 h�(X1;X2)X2; �1i : (34)The omputation of the �rst term proeeds as follows. From the de�ning relation (14),we have�(X1;X2)X1 = �DVX1DHX2 �DHX2DVX1 �DHDVX1X2 +DVDHX2X1�X1= DVX1(�121X1 + �221X2)�DHX2(� 111X1 + � 211X2)� � 112(�111X1 + �211X2)� � 212(�121X1 + �221X2) + �121(� 111X1 + � 211X2) + �221(� 121X1 + � 221X2) ;from whih it follows thath�(X1;X2)X1; �2i = �121� 211 +DVX1�221 � � 111�221 �DHX2� 211� � 211�222 � � 112�211 + �121� 211 + �221� 221 : (35)This expression has to be added to the oeÆient of �2 in (33), whih gives rise to somesimpli�ations. For the other term in (34), we an make good use of the symmetryproperties of the � tensor. Indeed, we know for example that�(X1;X2)X2 = �(X2;X1)X2 ; (36)and sine the oeÆients of �1 and ��2 in (33) an be mapped into one another byinterhanging 1 and 2 everywhere, it is lear that we better use the right-hand side ofthe above equality to ompute the seond term in (34).The �nal equation we obtain this way, reads as follows:0 = � 122DHX1�1 � �122DVX1�1 � � 211DHX2�2 + �211DVX2�2+ �1 h�122(2� 212 � � 221 + � 111)� � 122(2�212 � �221 + �111) + DHX1� 122 �DVX1�122i� �2 h�211(2� 121 � � 112 + � 222)� � 211(2�121 � �112 + �222) + DHX2� 211 �DVX2�211i : (37)10



This is the expliit expression for the only A-ondition whih has to be imposed in allsituations where � is diagonalizable with distint eigenvalues and it is at most a �rst-order partial di�erential equation. Hene, unless (37) happens to be identially satis�ed,we know that further integrability analysis with the losure onditions will be neessary.We must not forget also that further algebrai restritions may have to be imposed,oming from the hierarhy (12).In agreement with the objetives set out in the Introdution, we now fous on a numberof di�erent subases of Douglas whih have in ommon that � is diagonalizable withdistint eigenvalues. Assume �rst that [r�;�℄ = 0. For n = 2 this is equivalent tosaying that r� = a� + b I for some funtions a; b 2 C1(J1�), so there are no furtherrestritions oming from the hierarhy (12) and we are in Case IIa of Douglas. Itfollows from the extra assumption that the eigenspaes of � are r-invariant, so thatrXi / Xi; i = 1; 2, and sine one an always resale the Xi in suh a way that thefuntions �ii in (15) are zero, we an assume here that rXi = 0. It then follows fromthe general ommutator property (11) that�kij = �r�kij : (38)Moreover, the equation rg = 0 whih we have not spei�ed so far, in this situationsimply beomes r�1 = r�2 = 0 ; (39)i.e. the �i must be �rst integrals.For ompleteness, we �rst reall Case IIa1, alled by Douglas the `separated ase'. Itis the ase where the losure onditions (28-31) deouple. In view of (38), it is obviousthat this requires � 122 = � 211 = 0 ; (40)and we immediately see that (37) is identially satis�ed, so the system is variational.(We observed already in [4℄ that (40) are tensorial properties: they are equivalent to thevanishing of the type (1,2) tensor �eld H�, de�ned byH�(Xk;Xl) := CV�(�Xk;Xl)� �(CV�(Xk;Xl)) ; where (41)CV�(Xk;Xl) := [DVXk�;�℄(Xl) : (42)In [3℄, it was shown via the same type of alulations, that this situation atually hasan extension to arbitrary n.)Let us now test the method further on Case IIa2 (the `semi-separated ase'), where thelosure onditions only partially deouple, say� 211 = 0; but � 122 6= 0 : (43)This is also a geometrial ondition as it means that only one of the two omponents ofH� (whih are not identially zero for the type of � under onsideration) vanishes.11



A shemati summary of Douglas's results for this ase reads as follows: beyond thelosure onditions, there are two new integrability onditions whih turn out to oinideand give a �rst-order equation for �1; the further integrability analysis is redued tothe four equations one then has for �1; ompatibility between the new equation andthe r equation is identially satis�ed; ompatibility between the new equation and theDV and DH equations (i.e. the redued equations (28) and (30)) may result in two new�rst-order onditions involving the same derivative of �1; an algebrai disussion thenhas to be onduted onerning the internal onsisteny of these two new equations; ifthey are e�etively �rst-order equations, but then linearly dependent for onsisteny, allderivatives of �1 have beome prinipal derivatives and integrability beomes a matterof a ertain 1-form being losed.Let us see how this materialises in our approah to Case IIa2. Beyond the losureonditions, we generate only one new ondition, namely the A-ondition (37), whih inview of the assumptions (43) redues to� 122DHX1�1 � �122DVX1�1 =�1 h��122(2� 212 � � 221 + � 111) + � 122(2�212 � �221 + �111)�DHX1� 122 +DVX1�122i ; (44)with the �kij given by (38). We know that the new equation will be ompatible with theequation r�1 = 0, but it is of interest to explore this ompatibility in more detail. Bythe nature of (44), we are led to introdue the vetor �eldZ = � 122XH1 +r� 122XV1 : (45)Writing the oeÆient of �1 for shorthand as b, so thatb = r� 122(2� 212 � � 221 + � 111)� � 122r(2� 212 � � 221 + � 111)�DHX1� 122 �DVX1r� 122 ; (46)and putting %1 = ln�1, (44) beomes Z(%1) = b : (47)Reall that, in vetor �eld notations, the other equations to be satis�ed by %1 are�(%1) = 0; XV2 (%1) = (2� 121 � � 112); XH2 (%1) = ��(2� 121 � � 112) : (48)Now we reveal some more properties of the known struture funtions �kij.Similar to the relation (11), there is a orresponding but more ompliated ommutatorproperty for the operators r and DHXi ; for its ation on the module of vetor �elds along�01 we have [r;DHXi ℄Xj = DHrXiXj +DV�XiXj � (DVXj�)(Xi)�R(Xi;Xj) ; (49)12



where R is the urvature of the non-linear onnetion and is related to � by the followingidentity (always with the same restrition to �-vertial vetor �elds along �01 as explainedin the Introdution): 3R(Xi;Xj) = DVXi�(Xj)�DVXj�(Xi) : (50)Making use of the de�ning relations (15) of the struture funtions, it is lear that theequality (49) will give rise to various relations between these funtions, possibly involvingthe eigenvalues �i of �. We shall work them out, �rst assuming only that �(Xi) = �iXiand rXi = 0. Taking all possible ombinations for i and j in (49) and equating eahtime the oeÆients of the two independent terms, one obtains eight equalities whihan be represented as follows (there is no summation over repeated indies here andi 6= j): r2� ijj + �i� ijj = 0; (51)r2� iii + �i� iii = DVXi�i; (52)r2� iij + �i� iij + 13(�i � �j)� iij = 23DVXj�i; (53)r2� iji + �j� iji � 23(�j � �i)� iij = 13DVXj�i : (54)Returning to CaseIIa2, we an show that the vetor �eld Z introdued in (45) is atuallya symmetry of �. Indeed, realling that[�;XV ℄ = �XH + (rX)V ; [�;XH ℄ = (rX)H +�(X)V ; (55)a diret alulation gives: [�; Z℄ = ��2(� 122) + �1� 122�XV1 = 0; (56)in view of (51). Sine we know from the theory that ompatibility between (47) and�(%1) = 0 should be satis�ed automatially, this implies that the funtion b de�nedin (46) will be a �rst integral. It is instrutive to double hek this: it follows from(53) � 2(54) that r2(� iij � 2� iji) + �j(� iij � 2� iji) = 0 (i 6= j) : (57)The omputation of rb, making use of (51) again, then simpli�es torb = �� 122DVX1�1 �rDVX1r� 122 �rDHX1� 122:Using the ommutators (11) and (49) (the last two terms of whih are absent whenating on funtions), the right-hand side eventually beomes zero.The next stage in the integrability analysis of the system (47-48) for %1 involves lookingat the ommutators [XV2 ; Z℄ and [XH2 ; Z℄. For this we need the following braket relations13



for horizontal and vertial lifts (the middle one is the same as (102) when restrited tofuntions): [XVi ;XVj ℄ = �DVXiXj �DVXjXi�V ; (58)[XHi ;XVj ℄ = �DHXiXj�V � �DVXjXi�H (59)[XHi ;XHj ℄ = �DHXiXj �DHXjXi�H +R(Xi;Xj)V : (60)We shall not give the details of the two new integrability onditions whih emerge, butmerely explain what an happen by looking at their struture. The point to observeis that the two ommutators under investigation an easily be expressed as a linearombination of the vetor �elds Z;XH2 ;XV2 and XV1 . Sine we have substitutions tomake for the �rst three of these from (47-48), the result is two equations of the sametype, say A1XV1 (%1) +B1 = 0; (61)A2XV1 (%1) +B2 = 0; (62)where the Ai; Bi are known funtions of the �kij and �i. This is in full agreement withthe results of Douglas as summarized above. Douglas would say: if, for example, A1 = 0but B1 6= 0, then � is not variational; likewise for A2 and B2. Sine we are doingthese alulations in a more suitable frame than the oordinate vetor �elds, we anatually do a bit better here and �nd a ertain relationship between (61) and (62). Letus take one step bak and look at the representation of the two equations before thesubstitutions from (47-48) are done; we then write them as:[XV2 ; Z℄(%1) = XV2 (b)� Z(2� 121 � � 112); (63)[XH2 ; Z℄(%1) = XH2 (b) + Z(�(2� 121 � � 112)): (64)Regardless of the internal onsisteny of the new onditions (61) and (62), one normallyhas to start the integrability proedures again and the �rst step would be to hekompatibility with the equation �(%1) = 0. But from the Jaobi identity, using the fatsthat rX2 = 0 and [Z;�℄ = 0, we have[XH2 ; Z℄ = � [[�;XV2 ℄; Z℄ = [[XV2 ; Z℄;�℄℄ :Hene, [XH2 ; Z℄(%1) = L� ([XV2 ; Z℄(%1)) ;and sine b is a �rst integral and Z ommutes with �, we likewise have for the right-handside of (64): XH2 (b) + Z(�(2� 121 � � 112)) = L� �XV2 (b)� Z(2� 121 � � 112)� :It follows that ompatibility between (63) and �(%1) = 0 reprodues (64). One an verifyin the same way that ompatibility between (64) and �(%1) = 0 is (not surprisingly)14



identially satis�ed. Going bak to the representation (61),(62) of the new equations,the onlusion is that also (62) is just the Lie derivative with respet to � of (61). Butthe latter gives�(A1)XV1 (%1)�A1XH1 (%1) + �(B1) =�(A1)XV1 (%1)� (� 122)�1A1(Z � �(� 122)XV1 )(%1) + �(B1) :We onlude therefore thatA2 / �(� 122A1); B2 / � 122�(B1)�A1b : (65)This means that one of the situations disussed by Douglas annot our, beause if the�rst ondition (61) is void, the seond one (62) is void as well (A1 = B1 = 0 ) A2 =B2 = 0). The �nal list of possibilities in Case IIa2 thus beomes somewhat simpler andreads as follows: (i) if A1 = 0 and B1 6= 0, then there is no solution, i.e. the system is notvariational; (ii) if A1 = B1 = 0, then the equations (47-48) for %1 are formally integrableand so are subsequently the three equations for �2, and for what it is worth, the freedomin the solution is one funtion of one variable and one funtion of two variables; (iii)if A1 6= 0, then also A2 6= 0 and to have a solution, we must �rst of all have that theequations (61) and (62) are linearly dependent, i.e.(A1� 122) �(B1)� �(A1� 122)B1 = A21b; (66)with (66) satis�ed, we have equations for all �rst-order derivatives of %1 and their in-tegrability is a standard test whih amounts to a ertain 1-form being losed; if thathappens then the freedom in the solution is one funtion of two variables (oming fromthe equations for �2). All of this is in agreement with the results of Douglas and atuallymakes them more preise on a number of points. In fat, it would not be too hard togo further and ompute expliitly the obstrutions for the losure of the 1-form underonsideration; they ome from the ompatibility between (61) and eah of the equations(47-48) with the exeption of �(%1) = 0. But perhaps it is not very fruitful to do this insuh a general disussion, it an easily be done for eah example in this ategory. Thisonludes our treatment of Case IIa2.What about Case IIa3, the `non-separated ase', i.e. the ase where both � 122 6= 0 and� 211 6= 0? Obviously, this disussion is bound to be even more ompliated, so we will notarry it out here. It is instrutive to see, however, how our treatment of the previousase diretly gives some lues about addressing the present issue. Going bak to the�nal A-ondition (37) we obtained before we started using simpli�ations oming fromassumptions on H�, it is obvious that there are two parts in it whih an be mappedinto eah other by interhanging 1 and 2 and that the whole disussion in Case IIa2 wasabout one of these parts. So, we should write (37) in the formZ1(�1)� b1 �1 = Z2(�2)� b2 �2 ; (67)15



where Z1 and b1 are the Z and b de�ned respetively in (45) and (46), and Z2 and b2are their analogues with 1 and 2 interhanged. The diret veri�ation we did before,proving that Z is a symmetry of � and b is a �rst integral remains unaltered and appliesto both Zi and bi here. As a kind of separation of variables tehnique, it looks plausiblenext to introdue an auxiliary unknown � say, whih represents both sides of (67). Notsurprisingly, this is preisely what Douglas did to ontinue the integrability analysis ofthis ase. But we have muh more aurate information about the quantities involvednow, so we an undoubtedly sharpen Douglas's results in this ase as well. For example,it follows from the properties of Zi and bi that we will have �(�) = 0, whih is easierto handle than the non-zero expression Douglas had (in fat, he mentions having toompute two expressions for �(�), whih happen to oinide). We leave it to the readerto omplete this disussion.We shall now depart from Case IIa by assuming that [r�;�℄ 6= 0. The algebrai freedomin g will then further be restrited by the ondition (12) for k = 1. In fat, in order tohave a solution for the inverse problem, all further onditions in the hierarhy (12) mustbe satis�ed identially, so we have to assume thatr2� = ar�+ b�+  I; a; b;  2 C1(J1�) : (68)This is Case III of Douglas, whih is further subdivided into two subases, but only inthe �rst of these, Case IIIa, is there a hane for �nding a non-degenerate solution forg. It was shown in [4℄ that � is then neessarily diagonalizable again. So, we assumewe are in this situation now. This time, all we an ahieve by resaling the eigenvetorsXi is to have �ii = 0, i.e. rX1 = �21 X2; rX2 = �12 X1 : (69)With g(X1;X2) = 0 from the ondition (6) as before, (12) for k = 1 is equivalentto g(rX1;X2) + g(X1;rX2) = 0, whih implies �12�1 + �21�2 = 0. It further followsthat � = �12=�21 is a �rst integral whih is known in priniple (see [4℄). Hene, anyalgebraially admissible g is of the formg = �1(�1 
 �1 � � �2 
 �2); with �(�) = 0 : (70)Turning to the di�erential onditions for the only unknown funtion �1, rg = 0 requiresthat �(�1) = 0, while the losure onditions (28-31) beomeDVX2�1 = (2� 121 � � 112 + �� 211)�1 ; (71)�DVX1�1 = (�(2� 212 � � 221) + � 122 �DVX1�)�1 ; (72)DHX2�1 = (2�121 � �112 + ��211)�1 ; (73)�DHX1�1 = (�(2�212 � �221) + �122 �DHX1�)�1 : (74)This is a typial situation where the linear dependene between �1 and �2 has madethe ordering beome improper: we have two vertial derivatives of �1 in the list of16



prinipal derivatives (after division by � in (72)) and the orresponding right-hand sidesare not derivatives of g with respet to the same vetor argument. As a result, wean no longer trust that the single A-ondition (37) would onstitute the only seond-order passivity ondition. In fat, it is manifestly lear that there will, for example, bea DVDV -ompatibility ondition oming from (71) and (72). Sine we have equationsfor all derivatives of the single unknown �1, however, we an say (with Douglas) thatintegrability now is a matter of a ertain 1-form being losed. The veri�ation of this isa standard proess so, rather than working out all mixed derivative onditions omingfrom (71-74) in all generality, we an safely leave that to eah expliit example fallingin this ategory.4 The ases where � is not diagonalizableThere is one main ategory in Douglas's lassi�ation whih we have not touhed uponyet, namely Case IIb. So assume again that [r�;�℄ = 0, but that this time � is notdiagonalizable. We hoose a loal frame of vetor �elds along �01 suh that�(X1) = �X1; (75)�(X2) = aX1 + �X2 a 6= 0: (76)The algebrai ondition (6) then requires that g(X1;X1) = 0. The next one in thehierarhy would read g(rX1;X1) = 0, but sine r� an be expressed as a linear om-bination of � and the identity, this ondition has to be void, meaning that rX1 will beproportional to X1 and thus an be resaled to be zero. So, we may assume here thatthe Xi are hosen in suh a way thatrX1 = 0; rX2 = �12 X1 ; (77)and g is bound to be of the form (with respet to dual 1-forms)g = �2 �2 
 �2 + � (�1 
 �2 + �2 
 �1) : (78)The losure onditions (21-24) with �1 = 0 an be written in the formDVX1� = �A(�A21 � �A13) ; (79)DVX1�2 = DVX2�+ �A(�A23 � �A12) ; (80)DHX1� = �A(�A21 � �A13) ; (81)DHX1�2 = DHX2�+ �A(�A23 � �A12) : (82)Written in this form, the ordering is proper, so the rule onerning the A-onditions saysthat there is again only one ondition to look at (this time di�erent from (26) however),namely (A(X1;X2)g)(X1;X1) = 0 : (83)17



We sketh in a few steps how the omputation goes. A good starting point is the generalexpression (25) whih we apply to the pair (X1;X1), knowing further that �1 = 0.Clearly, there are no seond-order terms; we further make substitutions for all �rst-order X1-derivatives from the above losure onditions. Expressing everything in termsof �kij and �kij by using (20), the part whih does not involve the �-tensor eventuallybeomes:(A(X1;X2)g)(X1;X1) = 2�211 DVX2�� 2�211DHX2�+ � h�2DVX1�221 + 2DVX2�211� 2�221(� 221 � � 111) + 2�211(� 112 � 3� 121) + 2� 211(�121 + �222)i : (84)To this we must add the termsg(�(X1;X1)X1;X2)� g(X1; �(X1;X1);X1) = �2h�(X1;X1)X1; �2i+ � hh�(X1;X1)X1; �1i � h�(X1;X1)X2; �2ii : (85)As before, we need to make a hoie onerning the way in whih we ompute the�-tensors. The oeÆient of �2 whih emerges here, starts with XV1 and XH1 deriva-tives of struture funtions; the same will be true for the term in � oming fromh�(X1; X1)X1; �1i where there is no freedom of hoie; in the last term, we have ahoie for three di�erent looking (but equivalent) expressions; for the sake of the overallsymmetry in the formula, an objetive then an be to eliminate the term 2DVX2�211 fromthe oeÆient of � without introduing other than X1-derivatives; this is ahieved if weompute the last term aording to the property:h�(X1;X1)X2; �2i = 2h�(X2;X1)X1; �2i � h�(X1;X1)X2; �2i :Putting everything together then, we reah the following general expression for the on-dition (83) (whih will be valid as long as it makes sense to write the losure onditionswith prinipal derivatives as in (79-82)):0 = 2�211 DVX2�� 2� 211DHX2�+ � hDVX1(�111 � 2�221 + �212)�DHX1(� 111 � 2� 221 + � 212)+ � 111(2�221 � �212)� �111(2� 221 � � 212) + �211(2� 112 � � 121 � � 222)� � 211(2�112 � �121 � �222)i+ �2 hDVX1�211 �DHX1� 211 + � 211(2�111 � �212 � �221)� �211(2� 111 � � 221 � � 212)i : (86)The relationship between the �kij and �kij follows from (11) as before. To be onrete,omputing the identity [r;DVXi ℄Xj = DVrXiXj �DHXiXj , taking aount of the simpli�-ations (77), one easily �nds�kij = �r�kij � �2ij�12Æk1 + Æ2j (Æk1DVXi�12 + �12�ki1) + Æ2i �12� k1j; (87)whih means for example that in partiular:�211 = �r� 211: (88)18



We will not, at this level of generality, list the eight further relations (involving also theentries � and � of �) whih follow from the identity (49). The simplest one of themreads r�211 = �� 211 : (89)It follows from (88) and (89) as before that the vetor �eld � 211XH2 � �211XV2 whihdetermines the �rst-order part in the integrability ondition (86), is a symmetry of�. This extra information will undoubtedly be useful again, if one were to analyseompletely Case IIb2 of Douglas, whih is the ase where � 211 6= 0 so that the A-ondition(86) does not further degenerate into an algebrai ondition. In Douglas's analysis,however, this ase gives rise to numerous ompliated subases; we shall therefore notpush this disussion through till the end, even though there is little doubt that we shouldobtain more aurate onlusions for this situation also.Let us then onentrate on the more manageable Case IIb1, whih is the ase where� 211 = 0: (90)The reason Douglas singled out this ase is again that it orresponds to a deouplingof the losure onditions: it is easy to see that with � 211 = 0, the equations (79) and(81) for � deouple from the equations for �2. The geometrial interpretation of (90) isH� = 0 again. To see this, let us write �, as determined by (75-76), as� = � I + aN; (91)with NX1 = 0; NX2 = X1 and hene N2 = 0. From the de�ning relations (41-42), onethen obtainsH�(Xi;Xj) = a2�DV�(NXi; NXj)�N(DV�(Xi; NXj) + DV�(NXi;Xj)�;withDV�(Xi;Xj) � DVXi�(Xj) = (DVXi�)Xj + (DVXia)NXj + a(DVXi(NXj)�N(DVXiXj);whih ultimately results in the simple expressionH�(Xi;Xj) = �2a3N �DVNXi(NXj)� : (92)The only omponent of this whih is not identially zero is the one for i = j = 2, andN(DVX1X1) = 0 is learly equivalent to (90).In view of (88), we also have �211 = 0 here, so the A-ondition (86) drastially reduesto an algebrai requirement of the form b � = 0; (93)19



withb = DVX1(�111�2�221+�212)�DHX1(� 111�2� 221+� 212)+� 111(2�221��212)��111(2� 221�� 212) : (94)Can anything more be said about the known funtion b? Observe �rst that with g ofthe form (78) and the Xi satisfying (77), it follows that the equation rg = 0 requires:r� = 0; r�2 = 2�12 � : (95)In view of our general laim that A-onditions always are ompatible with the equationrg = 0, we should have that b is a �rst integral. Let us one more indiate how thisan be veri�ed expliitly. With � 211 = 0, there are some simpli�ations in the relations(87) whih result in the following property holding true:�111 � 2�221 + �212 = �r(� 111 � 2� 221 + � 212): (96)Also the eight relations following from the identity (49) beome somewhat simpler.Among them we �nd thatDVX1� = �r�111 + �� 111 = r2� 111 + �� 11113DVX1� = �r�212 + �� 212 = r2� 212 + �� 21223DVX1� = �r�221 + �� 221 = r2� 221 + �� 221;from whih it follows thatr2(� 111 � 2� 221 + � 212) + �(� 111 � 2� 221 + � 212) = 0 : (97)With the properties (96-97) it is easy to hek that the funtion b of (94) is indeed a�rst integral.In any ase, the onlusions whih we �nd for Case IIb1 are very simple (and in agree-ment with Douglas): (i) if b 6= 0, then the system is not variational (hoosing � = 0would violate the regularity ondition for g); (ii) if b � 0 then the system is variationaland the freedom in the solution for g is two funtions of two variables (for eah of theunknowns � and �2, three of their �ve �rst-order partial derivatives are determined by(79-82) and (95)).This disussion of Case IIb1 gives us an opportunity to illustrate expliitly that thepossible ourrene of higher-order passivity onditions in Riquier's approah to formalintegrability is fully onsistent, even if we selet an ordering whih is not proper. Goingbak to the start of the setion, suppose we hoose to write the losure onditions (79-82)in the following way (whih in some respets may in fat seem to be more logial):DVX1� = �A(�A21 � �A13) ; (98)DVX2� = DVX1�2 � �A(�A23 � �A12) ; (99)DHX1� = �A(�A21 � �A13) ; (100)DHX2� = DHX1�2 � �A(�A23 � �A12) : (101)20



With referene to the original vertial losure onditions (4), the left-hand sides of(98) and (99) ome from DVX1g (X1;X2) and DVX2g (X1;X2), respetively. The right-hand sides orrespondingly originate from DVX2g (X1;X1) and DVX1g (X2;X2), whih areomponents of derivatives of g with respet to di�erent vetor arguments. Hene, theordering is not proper and there may be more seond-order passivity onditions thanthose oming from A-onditions. Without going into details, a sketh of what one willobtain in the simpli�ed situation H� = 0 goes as follows. The omputation of thebraket [XV1 ;XH1 ℄(�) produes an algebrai ondition whih is (93) again. All the othermixed derivatives give rise to seond-order onditions on �2, but the ones oming from[XH1 ;XV2 ℄(�) and [XV1 ;XH2 ℄(�) oinide. No further passivity onditions an be obtained.Although the present set of onditions looks very di�erent from what we had before, theoverall onlusion is the same: provided b = 0, the system is variational. To ount thefreedom in the solution: we have equations for all �rst-order derivatives of �, leaving noarbitrariness there; for �2 on the other hand, we have the equation for r�2 oming fromrg = 0, plus four seond-order onditions; it an be veri�ed by drawing the appropriatetable of parametri derivatives and multipliers (see [13℄ for details) that the freedom inthe solution is again two funtions of two variables.5 ExamplesAs a �rst example, we onsider the system�x1 = 1x1 (1 + _x21 + _x22) (= f1);�x2 = 0;whih is taken from [5℄ and should fall into the Case IIa2. The Jaobi endomorphism isgiven by (�ij) = 2x21  1 + _x22 � _x1 _x20 0 !and has eigenvalues �1 = 2x�21 (1 + _x22), �2 = 0. One easily veri�es that [r�;�℄ = 0, sowe are ertainly in Case IIa. Eigenvetors of � whih are r-invariant are given byX1 = x1 ��x1 ; X2 = _x1 _x2 ��x1 + (1 + _x22) ��x2 :We then have DVXiX1 = 0; DVX1X2 = _x2X1; DVX2X2 = _x1x1X1 + 2 _x2X2;form whih it follows in partiular that � 211 = 0, but � 122 = _x1=x1 6= 0, so that we arein the `semi-separated' ase indeed. The funtion b as de�ned by (46) turns out to be21



zero here. Slightly more tedious is the alulation whih leads to the onlusion thatalso A1 = B1 = 0 (f. (61)). Hene, no further integrability onditions an be obtainedbeyond the A-ondition (44) whih simply reads Z(�1) = 0. The other equations to besatis�ed by �1, namely (48), beome:�(�1) = 0; XV2 (�1) = � _x2�1; XH2 (�1) = 0:Note that Z = _x1 ��x1 + f1 �� _x1 = �� _x2 ��x2 � ��t ;and that XH2 = _x2Z + (1 + _x22) ��x2 :It thus readily follows that �1 annot depend on x2, nor on t and further must be a �rstintegral, satisfying XV2 (�1) = � _x2�1. This leaves the freedom of an arbitrary funtionof the variable 1x1s1 + _x21 + _x221 + _x22in the solution for �1. The remaining onditions (29) and (31), together with the re-quirement �(�2) = 0, subsequently leave a freedom of a funtion of two variables in thesolution for �2. Observe �nally that the vetor �eld Z is indeed a symmetry of �.Another example taken from Douglas is the system�x1 = x22;�x2 = x21:Again, � is diagonalizable: the eigenvalues are �1 = �2px1x2, �2 = 2px1x2. We have[r�;�℄ 6= 0, but (68) is satis�ed; thus we are in Case IIIa. Eigenvetors whih aresuitably resaled to satisfy (69), are given byX1 = �x2x1�1=4 ��x1 + �x1x2�1=4 ��x2 ; X2 = ��x2x1�1=4 ��x1 + �x1x2�1=4 ��x2 :Sine these are basi vetor �elds, all �kij vanish. We further have �21 = �12 so that the�rst integral � in the representation (70) of g is simply the onstant 1. Sine the Xi arebasi and the onnetion oeÆients �ij are zero, the vetor �elds DHXiXj will be basias well. This in turn implies that the struture funtions �kij will be basi. In fat, onean easily verify that the losure onditions (71-74) beomeDVXi�1 = 0; DHXi�1 = 0 i = 1; 2:The ordering here is not proper, but it is obvious that this system is integrable andlimits the unknown �1 in g to be a onstant (1, say). It is perhaps worth mentioningthat while g is diagonal in the eigenform basis �i, we �nd in the oordinate basis thatg = 12(dx1 
 dx2 + dx2 
 dx1);22



leading to the Lagrangian L = 12 _x1 _x2 + 16(x31 + x32):A simple example belonging to Case IIb1 is the following:�x1 = 2 f(x2; _x2);�x2 = 0:� here is of the form (91) with respet to the oordinate vetor �elds, with � = 0and a = �2(�f=�x2) + _x2 (�2f=�x2� _x2). The oordinate vetor �elds already have thesaling properties (77), with �12 = ��f=� _x2. Clearly, all �kij are zero and, from (87), all�kij are found to be zero as well, with the exeption of �122. It then follows from (94) thatb = 0 so that the system is variational.The following example is taken from the monograph [1℄:�x1 = ��x1 _x21;�x2 = �x2 _x22;where �(x1; x2) is arbitrary exept for the assumption �x1x2 6= 0. The Jaobi endomor-phism � has a double eigenvalue � = 0 and is not diagonalizable, but [r�;�℄ = 0 so weare in Case IIb to start with. ChoosingX1 = _x1 ��x1 + _x2 ��x2 ; X2 = _x1 ��x1 � _x2 ��x2 ;we have �(X1) = 0 and �(X2) = �2�x1x2 _x1 _x2X1 (whih identi�es the funtion a in(76)). It turns out that both Xi are r-invariant, so that �12 = 0. We further get thefollowing struture equations:DVX1X1 = X1; DVX1X2 = X2; DVX2X1 = X2; DVX2X2 = X1;from whih we see that all �kij are either zero or one. In partiular, we have � 211 = 0 sothat we are in fat in Case IIb1 again and the funtion b de�ned by (94) determineswhether the system is variational or not. It follows from (87) that all �kij are zero andthus obviously also b = 0. The losure onditions (79-82) expliitly beomeXV1 (�) = 0; XV1 (�2) = XV2 (�) + �2;XH1 (�) = 0; XH1 (�2) = XH2 (�);and both � and �2 have to be �rst integrals. The freedom in the solution is learly twofuntions of two variables. We shall not determine the omplete solution expliitly, butobserve in passing that XH1 = � � �=�t, from whih it follows that � annot dependon t, whereas �2 an be at most linear in t. One an verify in detail here that if oneselets all derivatives of � in the above system as prinipal derivatives, there will be23



four seond-order passivity onditions to be satis�ed by �2. This has no e�et on theonlusion about the solution.A minor variation on the above example will bring us bak to a Case IIa2 situation.Consider the system �x1 = ��x1p _x21;�x2 = ��x2q _x22;with p; q 2 IRnf0g and p+q 6= 0. � this time has distint eigenvalues and orrespondingnormalized eigenvetors are given byX1 = _x1 ��x1 + _x2 ��x2 ; X2 = q _x1 ��x1 � p _x2 ��x2 :We haveDVX1X1 = X1; DVX1X2 = (p�q)X1+X2; DVX2X1 = X2; DVX2X2 = pqX1+(q�p)X2:All �kij are onstants again, implying via (38) that the �kij are zero. Sine � 211 = 0 and� 122 = pq, we are indeed in the `semi-separated ase'. The funtion b from (46) is zeroand the symmetry vetor �eld Z is given byZ = pqXH1 = pq��� ��t� :Sine �1 has to be a �rst integral, it follows that the ondition Z(�1) = 0 essentiallymeans that �1 does not depend on time. The other equations (48) to be satis�ed by �1read XV2 (�1) = (q � p)�1; XH2 (�1) = 0:It is then immediately lear that onfronting these onditions with Z(�1) = 0 does notprodue further integrability onditions. In other words, the funtions Ai; Bi in (61,62)are bound to be zero and the given system is variational.Appendix: A diret alulation of some integrability ondi-tionsAting with DVX2 on (23) and subtrating the DHX2 prolongation of (21), the left-handside ontains the ommutator [DVX2 ;DHX2 ℄, for whih we make use of the general identity[DVXi ;DHXj ℄ = DHDVXiXj �DVDHXjXi + ��(Xi;Xj) : (102)24



The last term on the right represents an algebrai type derivation and in fat has zeroation on funtions, but we will use the property also on the (0,2) tensors gA in amoment. So for the immediate need, making use of some relations (15), we have[DVX2 ;DHX2 ℄�1 = � k22DHXk � �k22DVXk :Rearranging the resulting integrability requirement to isolate the highest-order deriva-tive terms in the left-hand side, we obtain(DVX2DHX1 �DHX2DVX1)� = � k22DHXk�1 � �k22DVXk�1 � (DVX2�A)(�A13 � �A21)+ (DHX2�A)(�A13 � �A21)� �A �DVX2�A13 �DHX2�A13 �DVX2�A21 +DHX2�A21� : (103)Repeating the same proess for the omputation of DVX1(24) � DHX1(22) we �nd, afterinterhanging also the seond-order derivatives ating on �, the similar ondition(DVX2DHX1 �DHX2DVX1)� = �� k11DHXk�2 + �k11DVXk�2 + � k12DHXk�� �k12DVXk�+ (DVX1�A)(�A23 � �A12) + � k21DHXk�� �k21DVXk�� (DHX1�A)(�A23 � �A12)+ �A �DVX1�A23 �DHX1�A23 �DVX1�A12 +DHX1�A12� : (104)The two seond-order equations thus obtained are not yet written in their appropriateform. Following the general priniples of the Riquier theory indeed, we still have to makesome substitutions from the losure onditions (21-24) in the right-hand sides. Havingdone that, we propose to show that the di�erene between the right-hand sides of (103)and (104) is identially zero. That the oeÆients of eah of the remaining �rst-orderderivative terms in the �A anel out is a matter of straight veri�ation, using whereneessary the expliit expressions (20) for the �AiB and �AiB in terms of the struturefuntions �kij; �kij . Verifying that the same is true for the remaining algebrai terms ismore involved, beause some of these terms ontain in their oeÆients horizontal andvertial derivatives of the �AiB and �AiB . Realling that all struture funtions are knownin priniple, we should make use of ertain identities that their derivatives will satisfy.At the level of the struture funtions of the gA in (19), suh identities follow for examplefrom expressing the equality (102) in its ation on the gA. This gives rise to the followinggeneral properties:�DVXi�AjB �DHXj�AiB + �AjC�CiB � �AiC�CjB� gB =(�kij�AkB � �kji�AkB)gB � gA(�(Xi;Xj) � ; � )� gA( � ; �(Xi;Xj) � ) : (105)Evaluating this tensor equality for example on the arguments (X1;X2) with the hoiei = 2; j = 1, it is lear that we will obtain an expression for DVX2�A13�DHX1�A23. Doing thesame with i = 1; j = 2, we �nd an expression for DVX1�A23 �DHX2�A13. With i = j = 1, the(X2;X2) omponent yields an expression for DVX1�A12 �DHX1�A12. Finally, with i = j = 2,25



the (X1; X1) omponent tells us what to substitute for DVX2�A21 �DHX2�A21. This way, wehave expressions for all terms of this type oming into the di�erene between (103) and(104). Observe that after these substitutions we will have introdued eight terms of thetype gA(�(Xi;Xj)Xk;Xl); immediately, however, they pairwise anel out in view of theomplete symmetry of �. It is then straightforward though still quite tedious to verify,using the expressions (20) at the �nal stage, that all terms anel out.This may seem like a very ompliated alulation to arry out, but we must not forgetthat we have obtained afterall a quite general result. Indeed, as mentioned at the startof Setion 2 and shown expliitly in Setions 3 and 4, there are relations also betweenthe �kij and the �kij, whih are di�erent for eah subase at hand, beause they dependon the freedom left in g after imposing the algebrai onditions and sometimes also onsome extra assumptions. But we have not needed any of suh properties to �nd that allterms anel out. Therefore, we have shown that in all ases where hoosing prinipalderivatives as in (21-24) makes sense (this inludes all ases where g will be diagonalwith �1 6= �2), the two diret integrability onditions whih ould be omputed from thelosure onditions will oinide. Suh a result was obtained by Douglas by doing theomputation for eah suh ase separately.Referenes[1℄ I. Anderson and G. Thompson, The inverse problem of the alulus of variationsfor ordinary di�erential equations, Memoirs Amer. Math. So. 98 No. 473 (1992).[2℄ M. Crampin, E. Mart��nez and W. Sarlet, Linear onnetions for systems of seond-order ordinary di�erential equations, Ann. Inst. H. Poinar�e 65 (1996) 223{249.[3℄ M. Crampin, G.E. Prine, W. Sarlet and G. Thompson, The inverse problem of thealulus of variations: separable systems, Ata Appl. Math. 57 (1999) 239{254.[4℄ M. Crampin, W. Sarlet, E. Mart��nez, G.B. Byrnes and G.E. Prine, Towards a geo-metrial understanding of Douglas's solution of the inverse problem of the alulusof variations, Inverse Problems 10 (1994) 245{260.[5℄ J. Douglas, Solution of the inverse problem of the alulus of variations, Trans.Amer. Math. So. 50 (1941) 71{128.[6℄ J. Grifone and Z. Muzsnay, Sur le probl�eme inverse du alul des variations: exis-tene de lagrangiens assoi�ees �a un spray dans le as isotrope, Ann. Inst. Fourier49 (1999) 1{35.[7℄ E. Mart��nez, J.F. Cari~nena and W. Sarlet, Derivations of di�erential forms alongthe tangent bundle projetion, Di�. Geometry and its Appliations 2 (1992) 17{43.26
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